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Letter 254
Notes On Triangulation
Part 3
2014-06-02
Dear Dan,
Last night (31 May) while in bed the Lord led me to read a little bit from Kindle on my iPad.
I have been reading here and there from several books, most recently a tech manual on
WINDOWS 8.1. But I also have The Veil, a book by Blake Healy that is part of the
triangulation the Lord put into my heart last year.
Below is a quote from the Kindle version.
“Much to my relief, the angel responded by pulling the double-ended spear from his back. A
single slash sent a bolt of light into the front door. Wind rushed past me and blew the darkness
away as easily as smoke. The streetlights seemed lighter with the darkness gone, the malign
weight no longer pressing against my chest. Perplexed, I turned to the angel and asked,
“What did you need me for? I didn’t do anything.” This made him smile for the Eirst time since
he’d arrived, “I wouldn’t have been allowed to be here if you didn’t come with me.””
(Healy, Blake (2013-11-29). The Veil (Kindle Locations 1110-1115). . Kindle Edition. )
This quote is here because the Lord wanted to update some information revealed to Mr.
Healy. Please keep in mind that The Veil was Mirst published on paperback in September of
2012.
Battle tactics have changed since that particular angel made that statement to Mr. Healy.
Sometime after 09 October 2013, angels were given carte blanche authority to go
anywhere they want in the world, without restriction, in order to accomplish their mission
described in Matthew 13:24-30. The doctrine of “Hot Pursuit” is also invoked.
I asked angel Gabe how this was, and we were both given the answer from the Holy Spirit;

"

AVTOS

This, along with the Scripture where it says;

"

“…The earth is the LORD’S, and the fulness thereof;
the world, and they that dwell therein…,”
(Psalm 24:1)

is the authorization that removed stumbling blocks and strongholds against the movements
of angels on Earth.
This is part of the End Game scenario that was put into play on the 9th of October 2013.
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To quote from the Letters To Daniel speaking of Angels On Assignment, Birdmen, and The
Veil; “These three things comprise a triangulated point of reference that mark the end of an
old day, and the beginning of a new day.” LTDV4L207.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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